
Basset’s Farm Primary School
I M M E R S I V E  R O O M  I N S T A L L A T I O N



We’ve recently had the pleasure of doing a full service plan over at
Basset’s farm primary school from initial consultation, to designing
& planning to a full installation. They hold themselves to a very high
standard of making sure every student has an engaged day and that
the curriculum shapes to succeed in the future! 

This space is perfect for any educational setting as it brings your
curriculums to life and gives the students a chance to be involved in
what they are learning about instead  of just reading about it! 

About Basset’s Farm:

‘At Bassett’s Farm Primary School, our rich curriculum inspires all
children to have a love of learning. Each learning journey provides
stimulating opportunities to develop and build on; knowledge, skills
and personal strengths, enabling all children to reach their full
potential with a love of learning for life. Our curriculum plays a crucial
role in developing an understanding of not only their immediate
environment but the world in which we live. This will enable them to
actively shape their lives’ 



Testimonial:
“Your Engineer, Franky, Was brilliant in getting the system up and running, Finding a hardware
fault and explaining to us how to use it all

I think, if the children love it as much as the teachers did, Then we will have a really excited
group of pupils who are eager to learning using the room.

Franky mentioned your team will be in touch about authorising training and a log in to allow
access to the vast library of media resources. 

Thank you all involved.”

Charlie 
Headteacher
Basset’s Farm Primary School

Room requirements:

We have a full room requirements power point we send to customers which explains how
we’ve prefer the room to be or what needs to be done to it. Of course, In most cases, We will
sort this for customer (building work, painting etc)  but Basset’s Farm managed to get the
room ready for our team to go and install right away! 

Size of the room: 4.3  x 3.2 x 2.4 


